CONTRACT AWARD - SPRINGFIELD PROPERTIES, RATTRAY

Having nearly completed our first project for Springfield Properties in Perth, Civil Engineering Division is delighted to have secured another package from the same Client. This time, the work is situated some 18 miles to the north, in the Perthshire village of Rattray. Springfield Properties are completing their first project in the village just now and will be starting on this site as soon as we complete.

Our scope is to carry out the bulk earthworks for a 209 plot residential development, which involves the movement of some 50,000m³ of topsoil and subsoils. We shall also construct 600m of dry swale and provide the civils input to an overhead line diversion. On completion of the cut and fill exercise, we shall protect the platforms with 150mm of topsoil. We shall also seek to negotiate any further works that may be required on site.

The project began in mid-February and is scheduled to be complete in a 10 week period.